Call for Applications

CLEA – IPU Workshop on Methodology and Data Analysis on 5th November, 2019

University School of Law and Legal Studies, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Dwarka, Delhi is organizing a one day workshop on Research Methodology and Data Analysis in collaboration with Commonwealth Legal Education Association (CLEA-Asia). This workshop aims to train the scholars on methodology of research through sharing of ideas and best practices from leaders and experts in the field.

University Grants Commission (Promotion of Academic Integrity and Prevention of Plagiarism in Higher Educational Institutions) Regulations, 2018 mandates enhancing quality research in Higher education and encourage scholars to produce original research work with no plagiarism/copyright violation. The emphasis of the workshop, hence will be on research writing techniques, need and means to avoid plagiarism etc. Prof. David Mcquoid-Mason, President, Commonwealth Legal Education Association & Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South Africa and Prof. Mizanur Rehman, Former Chairman, NHRC, Bangladesh/ Professor Dhaka University have consented to be the resource persons for the workshop to deal with technical sessions.

This Workshop will be open for LLM Students, USLLS; Research Scholars of all University Schools (USS) of GGSIPU and PhD Scholars from other universities of Delhi, NCR, UP and Haryana. There will be no registration/participation fee for the workshop. The entry will be limited to 100 participants only on the first cum first serve basis. Interested candidates can register by sending intention of interest to Dr. Lisa P Lukose, Organising Secretary at dlrisarobin@ipu.ac.in

Dr. Lisa P Lukose,
Associate Professor, USLLS/Secretary, CLEA – Asia.
Organizing Secretary & Chief Co-ordinator
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(i) Head, UITS to upload the Notice on Website.
(ii) Guard file